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IN THIS FLASH

This IDC Flash discusses the recent announcement of TrustSphere's partnership with Ramco Systems 

Limited (Ramco), a leading human capital management (HCM) IT solutions provider. This partnership 

aims to provide advanced human resource (HR) analytics. TrustSphere is the widely recognized 

pioneer of Messaging Intelligence, a next-generation approach to relationship analytics.

SITUATION OVERVIEW

Background of the Partnership

Leveraging unstructured communication metadata for relationship analytics is a trend that TrustSphere 

pioneered in the past few years. Over the past two years, TrustSphere, along with partners in the

relationship analytics space, has been extracting use cases in various markets with business functions 

besides governance and risk management. The trend continues with HR analytics coming to the 

forefront of business priorities for decision makers. HR has long been a laggard in terms of technology 

adoption for solving key business problems, relying more on HR managers and leaders. Decision 

making has been, to a great extent, based on qualitative information — fuelled by the lack of verifiable 

quantitative data that could provide insights. The advent of big data and related technologies for 

processing captured data to extract insights is shifting decision making toward quantitative 

assessments. Technologies that could provide relevant analytics would soon replace the qualitative 

component with actionable insights. The relationship analytics that TrustSphere provides and has 

been leveraged by technology providers in various business functions extending to the HR space is an 

indicator of the market direction.
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FUTURE OUTLOOK

Details and Outlook of the Partnership

TrustSphere delivers real-time analytics through its proprietary software that analyzes organizations'

communications and interactions without ever looking at the message content. The use cases spread 

across business functions including customer relationship management (CRM); governance, risk, and

compliance (GRC); and HR. TrustSphere's go-to-market (GTM) strategy is predominantly centered 

around partners including large ISVs such as IBM and Oracle, as well as niche technology partners 

that solve specific business problems in these business functions. The analytics is leveraged by these 

partners as a source of insights to complement and differentiate their products. The use cases of the 

relationship analytics from TrustSphere in the HR space spread across understanding and measuring 

employee engagement and networks, influencers and change agent identification, stakeholder 

analysis, benchmarking, and succession planning, among others.

Ramco HCM is a comprehensive HR and talent management solution with multicountry payroll 

available on cloud and on premises, with a large base of more than 1 million employee records across 

more than 350 customers. Ramco HCM focuses on bringing mobility, a Generation Y–friendly user 

experience, social platform integration, speed of in-memory engine, and contextual application into its 

cloud HR software to address the needs of new-age HR managers. Ramco's partnership with 

TrustSphere complements its efforts in the direction of intuitive IT, including context awareness for 

their HR managers. The current joint use cases include collaboration analysis and influence analysis,

which can render predictive capabilities for attrition management. Ramco customers can now use 

advanced relationship analytics to identify influencers who lead their organizations, improve teamwork, 

and facilitate mentoring by studying their email patterns as well as the voice and instant messenger 

traffic, without viewing the content of the messages. Viewed in the context of the increasing 

importance of talent management, the partnership is expected to provide significant head start for 

Ramco in the HCM analytics space.

After the partnerships that TrustSphere has had with CRM, archiving, and GRC players, this move 

toward HCM is a strong indicator of the industry's movement toward analytics-driven HR and decision 

making.

However, it is worthwhile to note the role of regulation and compliance pertaining to this space. The

"law of the land" may conflict with the extent of intelligence applied on employee interactions within an 

organization. While CIOs are still struggling to place the frontrunners of emerging technologies such as 

cloud and mobility in their organizations, investments in HR analytics will be slightly tougher to justify. 

Also, ROI measurement and defining success metrics linked to HR functions and correlating them with 

organizations' business imperatives will require a major mindset shift. Having said this, this alliance 

between Ramco and TrustSphere is something worth watching out for.
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